
ISRA VISION’s automated print inspection solutions are 
designed to help you reach your goals: Deliver 100 % 

inspected print material, ensure maximum process effi-
ciency and meet your customers quality requirements.
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■  Increase your process confidence for addressing  
high demand  applications by relying on  
Dedicated Vision Solutions

■  Reduce material 
consumption  
with early and 
reliable identification 
of systematic defects 
using Unlimited Image 
Processing Power

■  Decrease waste and improve your 
product quality and profits using 
Sustainable Inspection Performance

■  Continuously improve processes 
and customer satisfaction using 
Production Data Analysis

■  Make your plant future-proof  
using Extendable Systems 
for high demand customers

■  Streamline your print floor  
processes and utilization with 
Intelligent Workflow Tools

■  Increase Output by alarming 
only on relevant defects using 
Multi-Level Classification

Metal Decoration Inspection Systems
Leading Technology for 100 % Quality

More than one thousandinspection systems installed worldwide!

Innovations in Optical Print Inspection

We are the innovators in optical inspection.
Best practice. Best system. Best service.

For over three decades, ISRA VISION has become a lea-
ding manufacturer of highly accurate automated optical 
quality inspection systems.

More than 10,000 successful applications reference our 
sustainable experience in the fi eld of machine vision 
products – and our ability to innovate.

Today our products are operating worldwide in such in-
dustries as glass, plastics, foils, print and automation. 
It is our goal to set system standards for total process 
control in these industries. 

Customers choose ISRA for the ability to develop pro-
ducts consistently to their requirements. More than 900 
employees at 25 locations worldwide are working to 
contribute to your success.

Your global partner for surface inspection.

We offer our experience and a highly qualifi ed team of 
experts to design and implement solutions for advanced 
applications.

We assure that our mission continues beyond our ship-
ping dock. Just challenge our Customer Support and 
Service  Center (CSSC).

We guarantee excellence to our customers – from con-
sulting to service, from tailored solutions to worldwide 
support. We can make your business more competitive.

Challenge Us.
Inspect to Control – with ISRA VISION
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Maximize Yield While Exceeding  
Customer Expectations
The leading and market proven inspection solution for 100  % 
surface inspection is now available for applications in metal 
packaging.

The Benefits of 100 % inspection

●  Reduced waste on costly raw material

●  100 % product quality in a sensitive production area

●  Guaranteed 100 % defect detection in line with 
customer requirements

●  100 % customer satisfaction with complete inspection 
of every sheet, every time

Metal Packaging Needs an Experienced Partner 
Increase Production Efficiency with Advanced Metal Decoration Inspection
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Improved Efficiency in Metal Sheet Decoration Speed Up Production with 100 % Pre-Press 
Coating Control DecoSTAR continually monitors the printing process and  

detects all defects based on your customer’s requirements. 
Regardless if it is tin plate or aluminum, whether high-gloss or 
matte motives DecoSTAR guarantees 100 % Print Inspection 
for metal decoration. The solution is specialized for metal  
decoration processes and the conditions within the decorating 
line.

Benefits at a glance

•  PDF-comparison
•  Early alarms prevent evolving defects
•  Eject waste sheets within configurable  

defect parameters
•  Restored job requirements enable fast machine-ready
•  Automatic repitition of  Color Measurement bars 
•  Machine speed reporting
•  Maintenance reporting

CoatSTAR ensures short setup times and increases pro-
duction efficiency – start the print run with 100  % defect-free  
material and reduce print waste.

The system can be used for internal or external coating. 

Benefits at a glance

•  Remove damaged sheets before decoration  
process starts

•  Automatic margin detection, dimension check during set-
up and production

•  Scroll sheet detection
•  Advanced sheet movement compensation
•  Machine speed reporting
•  Maintenance reporting

100 % Quality Inspection Supports Faster ROI
Inspection solutions focused on the most important steps in 
the metal decoration process:

●  Coating

●  Printing

Metal sheets are an expensive material and early detection 
of damaged coating and contaminated margin reduces ma-
chine stops and waste cans in welding lines.

Print inspection systems provide 100  % certainty in delivering 
a defect-free product.
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100 % Quality Control Throughout  
Entire Metal Packaging Production
Specialized manufacturing of metal packaging presents several  
different challenges in the production process:

●  Time consuming machine setup

●  Challenging and expensive raw material

●  Repetitive production runs for each decorated sheet

●  Short job sizes and delivery times

● Highest quality expectation for decorated cans
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In order to make sound economic decisions, management – 
from the production level to corporate headquarters – depends 
on reliable analysis. This is where ISRA´s intelligent yield 
management software provides an optimum level of support.
EPROMI processes terabytes of aggregated inspection data to 
enable quick decision-making.

Benefits at a glance

•  Combine data from all steps of workflow  
to better understand production

•  Analyze production data to support decision making
•  Get more leverage in decisions
•  Optimize production efficiency and quality

Make the Correct and Most Efficient Decision  
for Quality and Production 


